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inGraduate
WhatDoes Performance
SchoolPredict?
andStudentOutcomes
GraduateEconomicsEducation
By SUSAN ATHEY, LAWRENCEF. KATZ, ALAN B. KRUEGER,
STEVEN LEVITT, AND JAMESPOTERBA*

Economistsdevote considerableeffortto graduate studenteducationbut have conductedrelativelylittleresearchon the determinantsof student
performanceor placementin the job market.Do
graduatestudentswho do well in core microeconomics (micro)courses also do well in core macroeconomics(macro)and econometrics(metrics)
courses?Are studentswho achievehighergrades
in their first-yearcore classes or general exams
more likely to complete their PhD and obtain
higher ranked positions in the job market?In
an attemptto answerthese questions,we assembled a rich dataseton 1,029 economics graduate
students who enrolled at Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
PrincetonUniversity,StanfordUniversity,or the
Universityof Chicagoin the 1990s.These schools
were selected because, in 1993, they had the five
highestrankedeconomicsPhDprograms,according to the NationalResearchCouncil (NRC).
Our results indicate that students' grades
in required core courses are highly correlated
across subjects. The PhD admissions committee's evaluation of a student predicts firstyear grades and PhD completion, but not job
placement. First-year performance is a strong
*
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predictorof PhD completion.Most importantly,
we find that first-yearmicro and macro grades
are statisticallysignificantpredictorsof student
job placement,even conditionalon PhD completion. Conditionalon first-yeargrades, Graduate
Record Examination(GRE) scores, foreigncitizenship, sex, and having a priormaster'sdegree
do not predict job placement. Students who
attended elite undergraduateuniversities and
liberal arts colleges are more likely to be placed
in top-rankedacademicjobs.
I. Data and DescriptiveStatistics
After receiving permissionfrom each university's institutionalreview board, in the summer
of 2006, we attempted to gather information
on every student who entered the economics PhD programat the University of Chicago,
HarvardUniversity,MIT, Princeton University,
and Stanford University from 1990 to 1999.
Specifically, we sought data on GRE scores,
admissions rank, first-year course or general
exam grades, PhD completion status, initial
job placement, and other variables from the
schools' economics departmentadministrators
and archives.
Some departmentswere betterat recordkeeping than others.Data are availablefor Princeton
(n=217) and Stanford(n=259) for studentswho
enrolled from 1990 to 1999. Chicago (n=229)
and Harvard(n=177) provided data on enrollees from 1994 to 1999. MIT provided data on
studentswho completedtheir degree from 1990
to 1999. We restrictthe MIT sample to 147 students who enrolledbetween 1990 and 1995 and
completedtheirPhD degree.We dropMIT when
we analyze the determinantsof degree completion. The rank the PhD admissions committee
assigned the students is available for Harvard,
Princeton,and Stanford.
Harvard, Stanford, and Princeton (before
1996) relied on a general exam grade for their
requirements in micro and macro. Chicago
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relied on both course grades and general exams
for PhD advancement.MIT and Princeton(after
1995) used course grades for degree requirements. We computed the average first-year
course grade in micro and macro for Chicago,
MIT, and Princeton (after 1995). Stanfordgave
first-yeargeneral exams in econometrics while
the other schools gave course grades in econometrics.To convertgradesinto comparableunits
across schools, we rescaled all course and general exam grades into percentile ranks within
year and school.1
Some schools provided information on students' initial job placements while others did
not. In most cases, we were able to identify job
placementeven when the school could not provide it. Job placementis typically not available
for those who did not complete their PhD. For
95 percent of those completing their PhD, we
have initial job information. Rating the quality of job placement is inherently a subjective
judgment, so we used multiple measures. First,
we used the ranking of the top 200 economics departments from Pantelis Kalaitzidakis,
Theofanis P. Mamuneas,and Thanasis Stengos
(2003). This ranking,which is based on publications, was selected because it is relativelycomprehensive,but we still needed to assign ranks
to some positions ourselves.2Second, we created an indicator variablefor placement at one
of the 20 top-ranked economics departments
according to Kalaitzidakis, Mamuneas, and
Stengos. This group overlapssubstantiallywith
the NRC top-20 departments.Third, we created
a categorical variable that equals one for jobs
with independent research opportunities, such
as those at researchuniversitiesand the Federal
Reserve; two for primarily teaching positions
1For studentswho failed an exam or course andretook
it,
we used the last score available.For Chicago, however,we
averagedthe retake grade with the original grade because
it was unclear which grade was the final one. Grades are
not available for Stanfordin 1990. Princeton recordedonly
pass/fail for econometrics before 1996, so we only include
econometrics grades for Princetonfor 1996 to 1999.
2 Following Krueger and Stephen Wu (2000), if a job at
a particular school was not in the economics department,
we added five ranks to the institution'sranking.Jobs in the
business sector were typically assigned a rank of 200 to
250, depending on whetherthey utilized researchor teaching skills. Other jobs were assigned a rank that seemed
commensurate with one of the departments ranked in
Kalaitzidakis, Mamuneas, and Stengos (2003).

TABLE 1-MEAN
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ECONOMICS PH.D.

STUDENTS ENTERING ToP 5-DEPARTMENTS

FROM
1990 TO1999

Lowest Highest
school school

Characteristics

All

Female
Underrepresentedminority
Foreign citizen
Graduatedfrom
foreign undergraduniversity
Graduatedfrom
top-15 university
Graduatedfrom
top-5 liberal arts college
Prio mastersdegree in
econ/finance
GRE quantitative(percentile)
GRE verbal (percentile)
GRE analytical (percentile)
Admissions rank
PhD completion rate
Academic job (1 = yes)
Averagejob rank
Top-20jobs (unconditional)
Top-20jobs (conditionalon PhD)

0.25
0.03
0.63
0.49

0.19
0.01
0.50
0.39

0.30
0.06
0.69
0.61

0.22

0.13

0.32

0.04

0.00

0.06

0.24

0.16

0.30

93
75
89
38
0.74
0.48
91
0.20
0.26

92
66
85
36
0.64
0.43
61
0.09
0.15

95
81
91
39
0.90
0.56
116
0.26
0.31

Sample Size

1,029

Notes: Maximum sample size is 1,029. MIT is excluded
from the sample used for the PhD completion rate and the
unconditional top 20 jobs because the MIT data excludes
dropouts.

such as those at many liberal arts colleges; three
for directed research positions such as those
at the TreasuryDepartmentand four for other
positions, as well as, noncompleters.Finally, we
createdan indicatorfor academicjobs.
Means for the full sample are presented in
column 1 of Table 1. To conceal the identity
of the individual schools but still illustrate the
range of variability across the five schools, we
reportin column 2 the mean for the school with
the lowest averagevalue. In column 3, we report
the highest averagevalue for each variable.
Women represent a quarter of the students
who enrolled in and graduated from these
graduate programs. Underrepresentedminority students (African American, Hispanic, or
Native American) make up only 3 percent of
enrolled students.Half of the students attended
a foreign undergraduateinstitution,and 63 percent were foreign citizens. Twenty-twopercent
of enrollees graduatedfrom a top-15 university
as an undergraduate,based on the 2006 U.S.
News and WorldReport ranking, and another
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4 percent attended one of the top five liberal
arts colleges. The averagestudentscored in the
ninety-third percentile on the math portion of
the GRE, and three-quartersof studentsscored
above the ninetieth percentile.The averagestudent scored in the seventy-fifth percentile on
the verbal portion of the GRE. The averagefor
foreign citizens was the sixty-sixth percentile,
and the average for American citizens was the
ninety-firstpercentile.
Overall, 74 percent of enrollees completed
their PhD (this figure ranged from 64 percent
at one school to 90 percentat another).3Twentysix percent of PhD recipients from these five
schools accepted jobs at "top-20" economics
departments,while 16 percentlanded a job at a
"top-10"economics department.More than half
of graduatesaccepted an academicjob, consistent with David Colander's(2005) finding that
most economics graduate students at top programs plan to pursue an academicjob at some
point.
II. Gradesand Completion
For the sample as a whole, first-yeargrades
(scaled as percentile ranks) are strongly, positively correlatedacross subjects (0.54 for micro
and macro, 0.56 for micro and econometrics,
and 0.56 for macro and econometrics). These
correlationsare very similar in magnitudewhen
computed separately for foreign and US citizens. The micro-macrocorrelationrangedfrom
a low of 0.32 at one school to a high of 0.74 at
another.The strongcorrelationsbetween grades
in different subjects is consistent with the view
that successful course (or test) performancein
economics requires similar skills across fields,
as well as with the view thatthe studyhabitsand
personaltraitsthat lead to success in one subject
also lead to success in others.
Table 2 presents Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regressionestimates in which the dependent variable is the student'spercentile rank in
first-yearmicro, macro, or metrics.Explanatory
variablesare studentbackgroundcharacteristics
and admissions rank. The sample size drops
nearly by half when we control for the admis-

MIT is excluded from these figures because it lacks
informationon dropouts.
3

MAY2007

sions rank, as it is not available for Chicago
and MIT. Several findings are noteworthy.The
analytical GRE score is a strongerpredictorof
grades in all three subjects than is the math or
verbal GRE score when a consistent sample is
used. When admissions rank is excluded from
the model, the math GRE has a statistically
significant effect on micro, macro, and metrics
grades, and the verbal GRE has a statistically
significant effect on macro and metrics grades.
The latterfindingis partlya resultof the sample,
as the verbalGRE has a small and insignificant
effect if the column 3 model is estimated with
the column 4 sample.The analyticalGRE score
has a sizable effect-an increase of 20 percentile points is associated with an increase in
grades of 5 to 7 percentiles in all three subjects
in the models that exclude the admissionsrank.
Admissions rank presumably reflects, in part,
GRE scores.
Studentswho attendeda foreign undergraduate institutionperformsignificantlybetterin all
three subjects. The first-yeargrades of female
students are significantly lower than the firstyear grades of male students. Students who
attendedan elite undergraduateinstitutiondo not
performsignificantlydifferentlyfrom other students, conditionalon admissions rank, with the
possible exception of achieving a higher grade
in macro. Students who start graduate school
with a master'sdegree in economics or finance
do not performbetter in micro or metrics, but
their macro grade is 11 percentilepoints higher,
all else being equal. If we drop admissionsrank,
a prior master's degree is associated with an
increaseof 4.4 points in micro (p = 0.099), 10.5
points in macro (p = 0.000), and 3.2 points in
metrics (p = 0.34). Lastly, the admissionsrank
is a strong predictorof performance-moving
ahead 30 places in the ranking (from 50 to 20,
say) is associated with an increase in grades of
7 percentile points in all three subjects, conditional on GREs and otherfactors.
We have estimated probit equations to
examine the determinants of PhD completion by 2006.4 The explanatoryvariables used
in Table 2, as well as first-yeargrades, were

4 See Siegfried and Stock (2001) for an analysis of the
time to degree for a broadersample of economics graduate
students.
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TABLE 2-THE DETERMINANTS OF FIRST-YEAR GRADE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: COURSE OR GENERAL EXAM GRADE IN PERCENTILES

Studentcharacteristics
GRE quantitative(percentile)
GRE verbal (percentile)
GRE analytical (percentile)
Female
Undergradtop-15
university
Undergradtop-5
liberal arts
Undergradforeign
university
Admissions rank
Prior masters in econ/finance
R-squared
F-test (All 3 GRE Scores)
Observations

(1)
Micro

(2)
Micro

(3)
Macro

(4)
Macro

(5)
Metrics

(6)
Metrics

0.432**
(0.150)
0.063
(0.044)
0.383**
(0.080)
-7.295**
(2.100)
5.669**
(2.592)
2.228
(4.856)
16.651**
(2.422)
-

0.409**
(0.152)
0.149**
(0.045)
0.361**
(0.081)
-8.300**
(2.131)
8.745**
(2.627)
3.953
(4.864)
17.387**
(2.453)
-

0.13
0.0000

0.057
(0.191)
0.034
(0.061)
0.349**
(0.115)
-9.966**
(2.781)
9.630**
(3.480)
8.505
(5.793)
11.503**
(3.435)
-0.243**
(0.054)
10.999"*
(3.058)
0.18
0.0015

0.357*
(0.183)
0.118**
(0.052)
0.283**
(0.094)
-1.584
(2.494)
6.950**
(3.107)
-1.812
(5.790)
19.134**
(2.906)
-

0.12
0.0000

0.137
(0.186)
-0.063
(0.060)
0.422**
(0.112)
-7.277**
(2.706)
0.082
(3.393)
-1.922
(5.750)
10.038**
(3.343)
-0.238**
(0.052)
1.575
(2.981)
0.15
0.0003

0.09
0.0000

-0.123
(0.256)
-0.120
(0.078)
0.484**
(0.153)
-0.718
(3.513)
-0.988
(4.523)
-3.837
(7.285)
10.098**
(4.511)
-0.241**
(0.063)
3.153
(3.846)
0.13
0.0188

893

486

895

483

751

355

-

-

-

Notes: Standarderrorsare shown in parantheses.Chicago and MIT do not have admission rankinformation.The mean (standarddeviation) grade percentile is 58 (28) for micro, 58 (29) for macro, and 60 (30) for econometrics.
* Indicatesp-value < 0.10.
** p-value < 0.05.

includedas predictors.(MIT was excludedfrom
this analysis because its sampleomits dropouts.)
These models indicate that first-year micro,
macro, and econometrics grades are strong
predictors of PhD completion. An increase in
first-yearmicro and macro grades of 20 percentile points, for example, is associated with an
increase in PhD completion of 12 percentage
points, which would cut the dropoutrate nearly
in half. One concern, however, is that grades
have a mechanical relationship with completion, as students who fail to pass their first-year
courses or general exams are forced to leave the
program.Even if we restrictthe sample to those
who scored above the thirtieth percentile on
micro and macro-and are therefore unlikely
to be forced out of the program-the effect of
grades is abouthalf as large but still statistically
significant.
Conditionalon grades, the only variablethat
significantlypredictscompletionin oursampleis
matriculationat a non-USundergraduateinstitution. Those who completedtheir undergraduate
education abroad have about a 10 percentage

point higher completion rate than American
students.Studentswho attendedan elite undergraduate college are more likely to complete
their degree, but the effect is marginallysignificant and dependson the specification.If grades
are omitted, the admissionsrank is a significant
predictorof completion, with students who are
ranked 30 places ahead being 4.5 percentage
points more likely to complete a PhD.
III. Job Placement
Table 3 presentsresults of our job placement
analysis. Columns 1-3 present OLS estimates
where the dependentvariableis the rankof each
student'sinitialjob. Columns4-6 presentprobit
estimates where the dependentvariable equals
one if the studentwas placed in a job in a top20 position and zero otherwise. The sample for
the probit estimates consists of all enrollees,
whereas the sample for columns 1-3 is mainly
restrictedto those who completed their degree.
(In columns 1-3, we include placements for 40
studentswho did not complete their degree.) In
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OF INITIAL JOB PLACEMENTS

Job Rank
Variable

(1)

Micro grade (percentile)

-

Macro grade (percentile)

-

Top 20

(2)

(3)

-0.463**
(0.128)
-0.271**
(0.126)

-0.544**
(0.173)
-0.360**
(0.172)

-0.098
(0.501)
-0.202
(0.150)
-0.333
(0.273)

0.089
(0.496)
-0.146
(0.148)
-0.086
(0.273)

0.065
(0.631)
-0.079
(0.202)
0.062
(0.381)

Undergradtop-15
university
Undergradtop-5
liberal art
Undergradforeign
university

4.064
(7.073)
-19.562**
(8.965)
-16.313
(15.660)
-4.433
(8.456)

-3.105
(7.079)
-16.035*
(8.845)
-17.071
(15.386)
6.708
(8.524)

-3.203
(9.682)
-10.433
(12.297)
-22.813
(19.483)
2.152
(12.013)

Admissions rank

-

-

Masters in econ/fin

-

-

GRE math (percentile)
GRE verbal (percentile)
GRE analytical (percentile)
Female

R-squared
P-value for GRE Scores
Observations

0.02
0.1023
725

-0.196
(0.186)
-6.881
(10.246)

0.06
0.6750

0.06
0.9821

717

397

(4)
-

0.00353
(0.00268)
0.00076
(0.00070)
0.00458**
(0.00149)

(5)

(6)

0.00289**
(0.00058)
0.00185**
(0.00057)

0.00321**
(0.00084)
0.00207**
(0.00081)

0.00134
(0.00247)
0.00056
(0.00071)
0.00235
(0.00146)

0.00439
(0.00370)
0.00015
(0.00100)
0.00177
(0.00209)

0.04988
-0.00516
(0.03093)
(0.03411)
0.15254**
0.11870**
(0.04552)
(0.04611)
0.20211**
0.19380**
(0.09038)
(0.09133)
0.07885** -0.00558
(0.03799)
(0.03893)

0.03957
(0.04832)
0.11515*
(0.06656)
0.26646**
(0.11745)
0.06809
(0.05966)

-

-

-

-

-0.00002
(0.00094)
-0.04904
(0.04617)

0.05
0.0002

0.12
0.1263

0.10
0.3758

887

855

468

Notes: Columns 1-3 estimated by OLS. Coefficients in columns 4-6 reexpress probitcoefficients as changes in probability.
Studentswho never completed the PhD are classified as not having top 20 jobs in the probitmodel. P-value for GRE scores
is from an F-test thatthe 3 scoresjointly equal zero. Mean [standarddeviation]of job rankis 91 [81];mean top 20 is 0.20 [0.40].
The mean of top 20 differs from Table 1 because MIT is includedin the probitsamplebut not in Table 1 top 20 (unconditional).
Pseudo R-squaredreportedfor columns 4-6.
* = p-value < 0.10.
** = p-value < 0.05.

all of the models, a Chow test does not rejectthe
null hypothesis that data can be pooled across
the five schools.5
In columns 1 and 4, we predictjob placement
from variables that could be observed prior
to the start of graduate school. Only the analytical GRE score is statistically significant in
predicting placement in a top-20 job. Because
this sample is conditional on acceptance to a
top-5 economics department,the weak predictive power of GRE scores may be an artifact.

5 We also note that our conclusions are not qualitatively
alteredif we add unrestrictedentry year dummies or school
dummies to the models in Table 3.

Studentswith low GRE scores who were admitted probably had other distinguishing characteristics that improved their job prospects.
Krueger and Wu (2000) find that GRE scores
are a significantpredictorof job placementin a
sample of all applicantsto one top-5 economics
department,but not of grades for matriculants.
Students from top undergraduateinstitutions
are substantially more likely to secure highly
ranked positions after graduate school. The
effect is large. In column 4, we show attending
a leading liberal arts college is associatedwith a
19 percentagepoint increasein the chance of job
placementat a top-20 economics department.
Columns 2 and 5 add first-yeargrades, and
columns 3 and 6 add admissions rank and a
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zero otherwise.The same qualitativeconclusions
dummy for a prior master'sdegree. Micro and
macro grades are significant predictors of job
emerged from these alternativemeasures of job
An
the
F-test
fails
to
placement, with two noteworthy exceptions.
hypothplacement.
reject
esis that micro and macro grades have an equal
First, students whose undergraduateeducation
is from a non-US institutionare more likely to
effect. An increase in both core grades by 20
be placed in the independentresearchend of the
percentile ranks is predicted to increase a student's chance of being placed in the top-20 by
job spectrum. Second, without controlling for
9.5 percentage points. In results not presented grades, a smaller fraction of women than men
are placed in jobs that allow for independent
here, we addedeconometricsgradesto the models and found they are not significantly related researchafterthey completegraduateschool.
to job rank, but are significantlyand positively
relatedto placementin the top-20. To maximize
IV. Conclusion
our sample size, however, we present results
without the econometricsgrade.
First-year grades in core required courses
Admissions rank is not a significant predicare a strong predictor of economics graduate
tor of job placement, even if it is the only varistudents' job placements. The reasons for this
able in the model. This also may be a feature
relationshipare unclear and a worthy topic of
of analyzing a sample matriculatingat the top-5
further research. One possibility is that masprograms. Nevertheless, the insignificance of
tering the content of first-yearcourses directly
admissions rank calls into question the practice
helps preparestudentsto be successful researchof tying graduatefellowshipsto this variable.
ers.6Otherpossibilities are that studentswho do
None of the models displays a statistically well in their first-yearcourses gain self-confidence or create positive "first-impressions"
with
significant difference in job placementbetween
female and male students. When grades are
faculty members, putting them on a positive
excluded, female studentsare placed in slightly
trajectory irrespective of the direct utility of
lowerrankedjobs; andwhen gradesare included
the course content. Yet anotherinterpretationis
in the model, female students are placed in
that the traitsthat enable a studentto do well in
ranked
slightly higher
jobs. Separateregressions the first-yearof graduate school, such as high
by genderindicate thatthe micro grade is about
cognitive ability and diligence, are also imporan equally strongpredictorof job placementfor
tant when it comes to writing a dissertationand
males and females. Note that we do not know
searchingfor a job.
whichjobs studentswere offered.We know only
Ourresultsraise an interestingquestion:Why
the job they acceptedfrom their offers. It is posare some characteristicsmuch strongerpredicsible that gender differences in tastes influence
tors of grades than they are of job placements?
job selection, conditionalon job opportunities.
Foreign-trainedand male studentsachieve subWe also do not find much of an advantage stantially higher first-yeargrades, on average,
on the job market for foreign-trainedstudents, but do not appearto be placed into much higher
despite their higher first-yeargrades, on aver- rankedjobs. Likewise, admissions committees'
age. The strongerjob placement performance rankings strongly predict grades but not job
of students who attended elite undergraduate placements. Some background characteristics,
such as attendanceat a top undergraduate
institucolleges and universities holds, even conditional on grades. Thus, something about their
tion, do a betterjob of predictingjob placement
than grades.Additionalresearchis necessary to
backgroundsthat is not reflected in their firstcourse
raise
their
discover why some characteristicspredict job
year
performance helps
job
placement.
placementin waysthatarenotcapturedby grades.
In results not shown here, two additionaloutOne final observation is that the job placecome measures were analyzed: (a) an ordered ment models in Table 3 have limited explanacategorical variable that groups students into
independent research jobs, teaching positions,
6
Consistent with this interpretation,Stock and W. Lee
directed research,and other positions;and (b) a
Hansen (2004) conclude that a majorityof new economics
dichotomousvariablethat equals one if the stuPhDs believe that "the emphasis given in their PhD prodent is initially placed in an academicjob and
grams to many economic proficiencieswas 'aboutright.'"
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tory power. The R-squaredin all cases is 0.12
or less. The difficulty predictingjob placement
may, in part, result from the noise in our data,
ambiguity in ranking jobs, the incompleteness
of our measures, and inherent randomness in
the academic job market. Diligence, perseverance, and creativity-factors that surely matter
for successful research careers and job placement-are difficult to define and measure. Our
results suggest that there is not an easily recognizable star profile or single path to success for
an economics graduatestudent.
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